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1 (a) Solve the simultaneous equations

	 x + 2y + 3z = 9
	 2x − y + 4z = 17
	 3x + y − z = 2	 [7]
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 (b) OA	 =  4i − j

  OB	 =  6i + 2j

  Find: 

  (i) the magnitude of the vector AB, [3]
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  (ii) the angle AB makes with the positive x-axis. [2]
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2 Fig. 1 below shows a sketch of the graph of the curve given by the equation y = f(x).

x

y y = f(x)

A (0, 1)

O

Fig. 1

 Point A has coordinates (0, 1).

 (a) Write down the coordinates of the point A under the following transformations:

  (i) y = f(x) + 1 [2]

  (ii) y = f(x − 3) [2]
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  (iii) y = f(−x) [2]

 (b) f(x) has an asymptote given by the equation y = 0

  Write down the equation of the asymptote of the curve under the transformation

y + 2 = f(x). [1]
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3 (a) (i) Given that log2 a = 3 state the value of a. [1]

  (ii) Hence solve the equation

    log2 x − log2 (x − 1) = 3 [5]
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 (b) Find the exact solution of the equation

    3e2x − 4 = 0 [4]
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4 (a) Find the range of values of k for which the equation

    x2 + kx + 16 = 0 

  has no real roots. [6]
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 (b) Find the centre and area of the circle given by the equation

    x2 − 4x + y2 + 6y − 3 = 0 [6]
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5 (a) Given that

    ∫
k

1
2√x dx = 28

3

  find the value of k.  [6]
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 (b) Solve the equation

   2 cos2 θ  =  1 − sin θ

  for 0G H I JθG H I J360° [7]
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6 An open tin in the shape of a cylinder is shown in Fig. 2 below.

r

h

Fig. 2

 The open tin has base radius r cm and height h cm.
 The total surface area of the tin is 300 π cm2

 (i) Express h in terms of r. [4]
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 (ii) Hence show that the volume of the tin can be expressed as

 V = 150 πr − πr3

2
 [3]
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 The volume of the tin is

V = 150 πr − πr3

2  

 (iii) Using calculus, find the values of r and h for which the volume of the tin is  
a maximum. [7]
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7 Solve the equation

  2x3 − 8x2 + 3x + 10 = 0 [7]
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8 The points A and B have coordinates (2a, a2) and (a + 1, a) respectively, where a ≠ 0

 (i) A straight line, perpendicular to AB and passing through the point A, cuts the 
x-axis at the point P.

  Find, in terms of a, the coordinates of the point P. [8]
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 (ii) The midpoint of the line AB has equal x and y ordinates.

  Find the possible values of a in their simplest surd form. [5]
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9 Fig. 3 below shows a diagram of a circle with centre O.

A

O

D

S

B

θ

Fig. 3

 AB is a diameter of the circle.
 S lies on the circumference of the circle.
 D is the foot of the perpendicular from B to OS.

 The acute angle BOS is θ
 OA = OB = r
 OD = x

 (i) By applying the cosine rule to triangle AOD, show that

   AD2 = r2 (1 + 3 cos2θ) [7]
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 (ii) When BD bisects OS,

 AD = r√k
2

  Find the value of k, where k is a positive integer. [5]
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